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• Overview of Liquidity Risk Management

• Data Challenges

• Bond Liquidity Surface Models

• Liquidity Observatory

• Conclusions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Liquidity risk management is a major issue facing multi-asset class investors.  It has been well discussed in a quantitative way only for equities and typically on the trading floor over the last 20 years. And this is possible because we have a lot of data available for equities that is not available for other asset classes. The aim of our liquidity risk research is to make these technologies availableAcross asset classesFor risk management purposesOur ambition is to establish a new market standard language for multi-asset class market liquidity. This has never been done before. Previously, liquidity was commonly assessed in a single asset class context and the metrics for doing so were different from asset class to asset class. We want to do something universal and completely consistent across asset classesSolving this issue requires overcoming a number of challenges:There is no consensus about the right models to use. There is no unique way of looking at liquidity and liquidity risk can mean different things to different people. Liquidity models must be multi-dimensional to cover all facets of liquidity risk. Building such a model is not easyAvailable data is constrained by the structure of markets. Our information about markets is often limited to mid or best prices; we often cannot see other quotes that represent true information for liquidity. Data is also asset class dependent. We have trade data for equities, but not always for bonds and for some other asset classes liquidity research is often in the dark.Rules and datasets. Rules change (usually for the better—e.g. Dodd Frank). Datasets also change, meaning we may not have long historical series for analysisIn this talk, we will spend a lot of time describing how to model liquidity risk for bonds.  Why bonds? Life is easy if you want to look at equity liquidity; it is a nightmare if you want to look at other asset classes. For equities we have exchanges and tick by tick trade data, which doesn’t exist for anything else. Bonds have some transparency and are important as an asset class; hence they also present one of the most difficult challenges. The aim of these models is to circumvent data scarcity. Not possible to build other types of models for bonds.Liquidity observatoryA survey conducted by MSCI to address the data scarcity issues. It supports the data at the basis of the models. We distribute aggregate statistics from the survey to the participants.



MSCI INDEXES
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MSCI has been in the business of building innovative 
indexes and calculating fair, accurate and cost effective 
indexes for 40+ years

MSCI is the #1 provider to the equity ETF industry in 
number of licensed ETFs

Investors count on MSCI Indexes, as evidenced by the 
~$9.5 trillion in assets benchmarked to MSCI Indexes, as 
well as USD ~$61 billion in aggregate notional 
outstanding of MSCI index linked futures & options
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MSCI: THE INDEX THAT LEADS

99.96%
Accuracy rate2

150,000

670+
ETFs are based on 

MSCI indexes, 

more than on any 
other index4

of US pension fund 
assets invested in 
global equities are 
benchmarked to 

MSCI5

$9.5 trillion
in assets is 

estimated to be 
benchmarked to 

MSCI indexes3

1 Based on P&I AUM data  as of Dec 2013 and MSCI data as of  March 2015
2Accuracy calculated based on number of corrections performed over total number of securities or data points covered.

3 As of  March 31, 2015, as reported in June 30, 2015 by eVestment, Morningstar and Bloomberg.
4 Primary listed as of September 2014.   

5 As of December 31, 2012, according to Intersec LLC.

Indexes calculated 
daily

9,000+ 
in real-time

98          
of top

100              
global investment 

managers are 
MSCI clients1

95%

Approximately
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MSCI ANALYTICS
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1400+ 
People globally dedicated fully or 
partially to the Analytics business

Product, Data and Technology 950+
Client Coverage  450+

MSCI

Owners

TradersManagers
Regulators

Consultants

MSCI HELPS OUR CLIENTS CONSTRUCT PORTFOLIOS,  MANAGE 
AND COMMUNICATE RISK
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WE OFFER MULTI-DIMENSIONAL INVESTMENT 
DECISION SUPPORT



WHO WE SERVE  
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Sources: MSCI as of Dec 2014 and  *P&I ; **Absolute Return; and ***  The Banker, all

MANY OF THE WORLD’S LARGEST INVESTORS RELY ON MSCI

1200+ 
Risk Management Analytics Clients

Asset Owners and Consultants 200 +
Asset Management 300 +
Banks & Others 350 +
Hedge Funds 200 +
Insurance 20+
Wealth Management 35 +

42
OF THE 
TOP 50 
GLOBAL ASSET 
OWNERS*

50
OF THE 
TOP 50 
GLOBAL ASSET 
MANAGERS*

31
OF THE 
TOP 50 
GLOBAL HEDGE 
FUNDS*

27
OF THE 
TOP 50 
GLOBAL BANKS*



Liquid

MSCI is a leading provider of real estate performance and risk analysis, providing critical 
business intelligence to real estate owners, managers, brokers and occupiers worldwide

MSCI REAL ESTATE

Performance and Risk Analytics

Indexes

Non-
listed 
Real 

Estate

Listed 
Equity 
Real 

Estate

Sector Real 
Estate

Core Real 
Estate

Factor Real 
Estate

IPD Property 
Fund

IPD Direct 
Property

Custom Real 
Estate

Liquid Real 
Estate

Multi-asset-
class Analysis

Equity Risk 
Analysis

ESG Risk 
Analysis

Market Data & 
Analysis

IPD Portfolio 
Analysis

Property-
specific AnalysisBenchmarking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MSCI is unique in the industry as we can deliver the most comprehensive suite of real estate products.  We have the entire public to private index lens and leverage the methodology and analytics strength from Barra for both sides.  We also have the market data engine from IPD



OVERVIEW OF LIQUIDITY RISK 
MANAGEMENT
Goals
Regulation
Challenges
Asset Liquidity Views
Portfolio Analytics 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A standard for another type of risk managementWhy should I pay your exit fees?Challenges come in two areas: data and modelsLiquidity surface: a representation of asset liquidityPortfolio applications: trading scenarios to meet redemptions



LIQUIDITY RISK MANAGEMENT: GOALS AND SOLUTIONS 
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• Goal:

─ Establishing an industry standard for liquidity risk 
management

• Key features of our approach
─ Multi-Asset-Class
─ Asset liquidity risk measurement
─ Comprehensive liquidity models
─ Portfolio liquidity analytics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our aim is to come up with a standard for another type of risk management. Consistent analytical framework for multi-asset class portfolios. General purpose—liquidity means many things and we want the framework to answer any question that a risk professional might have about liquidity.Asset liquidity risk measurement: not funding (big difference)Comprehensive liquidity models: time, size and costPortfolio liquidity analytics: it is a toolkit to support several type of analyticsWe are not doing ALM, where liquidity is declared a priori by some coefficients. Here our aim is to measure liquidity asset by asset



A GLANCE AT LIQUIDITY REGULATION
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• Post-crisis liquidity requirements
─ Asset Managers: “why should I pay for you exit fees?” 

• UCITS, AIFMD
• measure asset liquidity and  test it against redemption commitments

• SEC
• Considering to adopt and implement liquidity management programs

─ Banks  
• Basel: LCR, NSFR

• assess assets/liabilities balance given prescribed asset liquidity
• Basel: Fundamental Review of the Trading book

• incorporate liquidity risk in market risk measures given assigned liquidity 
horizons

• Funds, as opposed to banks, are required to measure asset liquidity
─ Banks want to be able do it anyway

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we address: post-crisis liquidity requirements for asset managersKey question: why should I pay your exit fees.The fund is committed to give you NAV when you exit. This means that exit fees are effectively paid by clients who do not redeem their funds. Regulatory response: impose that funds are liquid enough so that redemption costs are negligible. We are able to fulfill UCITS, AIFMD fully; SEC is drafting liquidity regulations for AMs in the US. This is a big change: US asset managers have never been regulated in this way before. We believe we are in a good position to influence the SEC and they are likely to draw “inspiration” from our messages. Banks are not required to measure asset liquidity, but may want to do it for risk management purposes. They receive coefficients from the regulator. Basel talks about liquidity adjusted VaR.



TWO CHALLENGES TOWARD A LIQUIDITY RISK 
STANDARD 
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• Models
─ Quantifying interplay between all aspects of asset liquidity risk
─ Models need to be multi-dimensional

• No single, comprehensive liquidity scoring

• Data
─ Scarce, asset class specific
─ Market transparency rules are changing. Data sources are not stable.
─ Different asset classes  different market structure  different data 

different models

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many challenges, distilled into two categoriesLiquidity risk is a complex animal. How can we model it? Is liquidity risk a single number (can we deduce a universal liquidity score)? The answer is no, liquidity is not a single number. There is no consensus about the right models to use. There is no unique way of looking at liquidity and liquidity risk can mean different things to different people. Because liquidity is multi-dimensional, it is difficult to come up with a model that embraces all facets of liquidity risk. As liquidity is multi-dimensional, different assets may score differently with respect to these dimensions. Each asset may be more or less liquid in some sense of the term. This is why nobody has come up with comprehensive models.Available data is constrained by the structure of markets. Our information about markets is often limited to mid or best prices; we often cannot see other quotes that represent true information for liquidity. Data is also asset class dependent. We have trade data for equities, but not always for bonds and for some other asset classes liquidity research is often in the dark. New types of data are needed if we want to build a liquidity risk framework. New types meaning different relative to what we have been accustomed to in the past. Different data for different markets. OTC markets by definition unobservable



LIQUIDITY SURFACES: SINGLE ASSET LIQUIDITY
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• Liquidity Surface (LS): 
─ Expected transaction cost 

of an order of given size 
traded within given time horizon

• Point of view
─ Liquidity taker
─ Professional execution
─ Orders, not transactions

•  risk management rather than front-office perspective

• Comprehensive, universal representation of an asset’s liquidity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The main building blocks of our models are liquidity surfaces of a single asset.  We take a complete view of liquidity of a given asset.We put ourselves in the shoes of the institutional liquidity taker deliberately (different from market maker). We «suffer» the liquidity of the market. We do not make opportunistic trades. When we need to trade we go to the market and take the liquidity that is there. Large buy-side institutionsWe do not look at retail data—this is not my uncle’s problem of redeeming his bonds. We assume professional execution, the plot is not from the perspective of a retail investor.We focus on orders, rather than transactions. We don’t say that we trade 50m dollars in one shot, we say that we need to execute 50m dollars in, say, 10 days, and we do not care how many transactions this will take. Best execution is assumed in our approach—it is up to the trader if he wants to split the order. We compute transaction costs assuming best execution. The representation studies the entire order.Bring market impact models from trading floor to risk departments, from equities to other asset classes. Previously on for equities would we have enough data to calibrate such an object



WHAT CAN WE GET OUT OF A LIQUIDITY SURFACE?
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Market Elasticity

Market Depth Market Impact

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let us look at the liquidity surface more closely:Take two different bonds—a government bond and a corporate bond. Depending on whether you want to use the bid-ask spread or market depth, you may come to a different conclusion about which one is more liquid. This shows that there is no liquidity score that gives a complete description of liquidity of a single asset. Need a multi-dimensional representation3 dimensions: size, cost and time. Expected transaction cost of an order of a given size over a given time. Dimensions within which the tradeoffs take place. Competition between these dimensions is the most important aspect to explore. Tradeoffs between these dimensions give the feasibility of a given trade.How do we read the liquidity surface:Bid-ask spread is the cost of a round trip of a small order. Difference between best bid and best order, only there for a small amount For small size (in the limit, zero size) the cost is half bid/ask spread. Bottom valley in the central region at zero size is ½ the bid ask spread. It is flat—invariant with respect to the time horizonIf we trade more, in both buy and sell direction, we will pay more. Market impact is the dependence of price impact on order size at any given time horizon. Larger orders demand larger transaction costs. Slope of the liquidity surface along the size dimension.Market depth—a threshold size beyond which we can say very little. “Unrealistic” amounts that you can not trade in that time depth. We do not model extrapolation to large size. Our liquidity surfaces have an edge and don’t extrapolate to infinity. Transaction costs can be explosive as a function of size. We can only make forecasts of transaction costs up to the edge. Depth depends on the time horizon.Market elasticity. How much transaction cost declines at longer time horizons. How steep the liquidity surface is along the time dimension. Very important (and more subtle) feature than the previous ones. Impact of time horizon depends on how fast the market can regenerate liquidity. Generally, it’s better to have longer time to execute the order.



PORTFOLIO APPLICATIONS
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• Asset-level LSs enable a wide range of portfolio–level analytics

• Examples
─ Pre-trade analysis of potential liabilities or liquidations
─ Asset-level, position-level or portfolio-level liquidity scorings;
─ Time-to-liquidation measures (required by AIFMD, Form PF)
─ Fund capacity tests
─ Stress Test 

• What-if w.r.t. liabilities
• What-if w.r.t. market liquidity conditions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Portfolio is there to meet liquidity needs. Investors are claiming their money back and we need to come up with the cash (coupon to pay etc) to satisfy the redemption. For this purpose, we set up trading scenarios in the market. Result is a sufficient cash to match liquidity needs while respecting the risk limits and investment purposes of the portfolio. Testing the market liquidity will give us an answer in terms of transaction costs and whether a scenario is feasible. Total scenario transaction cost. Asset versus position (impact of size).All of these noted above useful for taking decisions about a portfolio. Can automatically fulfil regulatory requirement All goes back to the key question: why should I pay for your exit fees?Worth noting on stress tests: we do not have historical series, so cannot look at historical scenarios. All stress tests are hypothetical	w.r.t liabilities---what happens if you have larger redemptions	w.r.t conditions—what happens when market size shrinks to some level



DATA CHALLENGE
Rich Models, Scarce Data

Market Structure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Liquidity surfaces are rich models. To calibrate these models you need data. In many asset classes you have very little data. How to solve this challenge?Solutions are different market by market



EQUITY MARKETS
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Equities and listed markets are (relatively) simple:One market place and many market participants that meet in the same placeDespite some fragmentation, primary exchanges are representative. They provide information about intention (quotes) and facts (trades)Symmetric role of players.One global observation pointMost trades are publicTransaction data is availableYou can immediately build market impact models that provide liquidity surfaces. Such models have been around for some time, and object such as liquidity surfaces are well known to equities traders. Worth noting that some earlier liquidity models ignored the time dimension.



BOND MARKETS (AND OTC DERIVATIVES)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
OTC market (bonds)Social network structure—you trade with your contacts, whoever trusts you. You may or may not be connected with anybody in the market. Green trader is connected with only 5 orange traders. This means that everyone’s market is different.Nobody can see the entire market. Trades and volumes are private. Nobody knows what is a volume of a particular bond today. No transaction data, liquidity is unobservable.How do we close the GAP?  Find data in the OTC markets to calibrate these models—an alternative approach to calibrating liquidity surfaces.Some more points to noteTRACE has data on US corporate bonds in the US. It is a transaction dataset, but trade size is disclosed only after 18 months. This means that while you can write excellent academic papers based on this dataset, it does not provide timely information for practitioner purposes.Bonds are actually less transparent than some derivatives. For OTC derivatives there is a lot of data on transactions post Dodd-FrankMarket Structure`Social network’, still primarily OTCMarket liquidity is subjective  connectednessNo trade reporting obligations for bonds, yet (exception: TRACE)As opposed to OTC derivatives under Dodd-Frank reforms and MiFID2 DataBondsMainly quotesPartial volumes (trading platforms, TRACE, dealers, …)TRACE: closest to a trade dataset (US Corp only). But trade size is not disseminated timely enoughOTC derivativesIncreasingly more data from Swap Data RepositoriesLiquidity ModelsNo Market Impact Model can be estimated without extensive trade dataWe propose an innovative approach for bond Liquidity Surfaces



BOND LIQUIDITY SURFACE 
MODELS
Top-Down Approach

MSCI Standard Models



TOP-DOWN VS BOTTOM-UP
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LS global properties

Transaction data

Price formation 
micro models

Expected 
transaction cost

Consistency 
conditions

Design compatible 
models

Use available data

Survey remaining 
parameters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we have data, we can take a bottom up approach—from transaction data to liquidity surface. In the absence of data, we need the top down approach. It is a deliberate attempt to work around the absence of data.We found a number of consistency conditions (all original MSCI research). These imply that you cannot have fancy shapes for liquidity surfaces. Modelling space is limited and can be described by a few parametersWe aim to reduce parameters that need to be estimated to a handful. These parameters can be quoted by traders. These quotes are, of course, subjective and based on personal experience



CONSISTENCY CONDITIONS
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• Axiomatic approach: consistency requirements
─ Immediate execution of small orders is always optimal

• �𝝁𝝁 𝟎𝟎,𝑻𝑻 = 𝚫𝚫/𝟐𝟐 for all 𝑻𝑻
─ Implied T- order book entails increasing costs with size (‘regular LS’)

• 𝝁𝝁(𝒔𝒔,𝑻𝑻) = 𝒅𝒅
𝒅𝒅𝒔𝒔

𝒔𝒔�𝝁𝝁(𝒔𝒔,𝑻𝑻) increasing with 𝒔𝒔
─ Longer available horizon only improves execution

• �𝝁𝝁 𝒔𝒔,𝑻𝑻 decreasing with 𝑻𝑻
─ No impact in the zero trading rate limit 

• �𝝁𝝁 𝒔𝒔,𝑻𝑻 → 𝚫𝚫/𝟐𝟐 when 𝑻𝑻 → ∞ ,   for fixed 𝒔𝒔
─ ‘Elasticity bounds’: the market can range from memoryless (elastic market) to 

inactive (plastic)
• �𝝁𝝁 𝐬𝐬/𝑻𝑻,𝟏𝟏 ≤ �𝝁𝝁 𝒔𝒔,𝑻𝑻 < �𝝁𝝁(𝒔𝒔,𝟏𝟏) for all 𝒔𝒔 and 𝑻𝑻 > 𝟏𝟏

Notation:  �𝜇𝜇 (𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠,𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠) = LS; Δ = bid/ask spread

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We studied liquidity surfaces and understood some important properties. This enables us to build standard parametric models that are very simple and governed by relatively few parameters.A complicated slide I am showing this to give and idea that the shape of a “reasonable” liquidity surface has to be rather tightly constrained. These are all axioms that stem from simple economic observations. Most of these are pretty obvious. Let me just explain the last oneFor the most liquid markets, the shape of the order book is regenerated immediately. It takes no time for the order book to get back to equilibrium (this is relaxation time). Anything in the real world is worse. On the other hand, think about the market for the Mona Lisa. We hope there is only one out there  When you buy it, you deform the order book forever, or in other words, it takes forever to regenerate the liquidity.



THE ROLE OF RELAXATION TIME

22

• Relaxation time governs the time horizon dependence

• Single parameter (parsimony, intuition)

• Robust models

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Exactly the same cross-section on one day, but different properties of relaxation. Left tao=0 (zero days), in a few seconds your order gets digested. You can immediately project the entire surface knowing the cross-section in one day. The steepest possible decline the liquidity surface can have in timeRight, it takes infinite amount of time to regenerate the liquidity that you remove. Doesn’t matter if you trade in one day, one week or one month. A liquidity surface of this type is completely insensitive to the time dimension. In general we leave in the middle. You can prove mathematically that the left and right cases are extreme boundaries of the real world cases.



CALIBRATION OF STANDARD LS MODELS
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Market Depth
Normal market size, large order size, 1-day market depth 

τ

Market Elasticity
Relaxation time

Market Impact
Large order multiplier

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Models that reduce the complexity of a liquidity surface to a limited number of questions of intuitive type. Can be calibrated by experience, asking a trader questions about his market (market depth, bid ask spread, other quantities he can observe in his market activity). Market impact is the mixture of permanent and temporary effects. When you trade, you will empty the order book on the side hit by your trade. How far you will empty it depends on the size of your trade.  Permanent effect—the fair price (metaphysical, somewhere between bid and ask prices that you see) is affected. Temporary effect—it will take some time to regenerate the liquidity on the order book. You will trade in a market that is slipping down. Well described in Amgren et. al. model.In bonds and other OTC markets modelling a liquidity surface is easier than for equities. Why so? Precisely because data is more difficult to find. Trades are private. Trading activity releases little public information—only your counterparty knows. Release of no information has no impact on general fair or equilibrium price. Fair prices are also strongly constrained by no arbitrage conditions. Bond is a subject of a theoretical pricing function that relates its price to the general equilibrium of interest rate and credit markets for the issuer. After you trade it is very difficult that the trade for a single bond affects the interest rate/credit market for that issuer. For this reason, permanent effects (impact on fair price) are negligible in the bond markets. We can model market effects as if they are of temporary nature. Describe the regeneration of supply and demand. We sell and we have to wait some time for liquidity to regenerate. For this reason the models of liquidity surfaces are much easier. You need to describe the shape of the order book and how long it typically takes to regenerate the liquidity that you remove. Knowing this, we can do a parsimonious calibration of the bond liquidity surface. The jargon of the models is the jargon of the trading floor.Hockey stick shape governs market impact and market depth. Conventions:Normal size is the largest quantity you can trade at bid-ask spread.Large order is 5 times the normal market orderMarket depth is the largest order that can be traded.Tau is relaxation time, the time it takes for the order book to regenerate itself (or the time it takes to digest a large order. Shorter tau means that it is more beneficial to fragment your orderRegarding the shape—can be other parametric shape. It has to be increasing in marginal impact



LIQUIDITY OBSERVATORY
A New Data Class
Survey Structure
Bond Market Tree



LIQUIDITY OBSERVATORY (LO) 
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• MSCI – Buy-Side Contributors partnerships

• Contributors’ front office experts provide
─ LS parameters indications
─ Only for bond segments they actively trade

• Frequency: monthly + on-demand

• Legal agreement between parties
─ MSCI aggregates and redistributes data
─ MSCI owns and sells the aggregated data
─ Participants receive aggregated data for free

• May 2015: we begun redistributing aggregated contributions on a 
regular basis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We sample from front-office experts from primary buy-side institutions, monthly frequency. Companies provide parameter indications on the markets that they trade. Classify market into categories that are considered equivalent with respect to their liquidity characteristics.Aggregated data includes data that the participants do not quote themselves. Recently launched; we are happy with how it is going. We would like more Asian clients. We will soon have critical mass with global companies that would allow coverage in the Far East



LO QUESTIONNAIRE STRUCTURE
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• Matrix of Standard Model parameters for any bond segment
─ 11 parameters; 5 for each market side (often symmetric) + 1 fallback Bid-Ask 

spread
• 2 parameters are actually dummy variables

─ Around 170 bond segments, as defined by the LO bond market tree

Presenter
Presentation Notes
5 minutes of work per month for a single trader



BOND SEGMENTS - SOVEREIGNS
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trees aim to make distinctions that are relevant for liquidity. They are idiosyncratic, depending on geography. Tradeoff (and compromise) between precision and feasibility. Can be posed as questions for traders.



BOND SEGMENTS - SOVEREIGNS
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Categories are not dogma and can be revised. They are based on the volumes of these markets. More information from traders helps us refined the treeAt the moment, we have good quote data for Japan. We have not yet been able to attract investors from Asia ex-Japan to contribute to the survey. So this is an open invitation to start participating in the observatory



BOND SEGMENTS – CORPORATE BONDS
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BOND SEGMENTS – CORPORATE BONDS
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STANDARD CALIBRATIONS
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• MSCI will provide standard calibrations for a number of asset classes
─ Bank loans 
─ CDS
─ Mutual funds
─ Interest Rate Swaps
─ Securitized products
─ Munis
─ Stock lending / bond repos

• Standard calibrations will be the synthesis of various data sources, 
varying from asset class to asset class
─ Vendor data (quotes, trades, volumes)
─ Public data
─ Market surveys
─ Expert judgment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is our broad (but not deep) coverage response for difficult market segments. Clients would like to have broad coverage of their portfolios, rather than five digit precision. MSCI is responsible to filling this data. Calibrations are signed by MSCI. Some of the data providers we use here are happy to disclose their name as providing some of the data. For example, for munis we use Eaton Vance; acknowledges their expertise.



CONCLUSIONS



CONCLUSIONS
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• LiquidityMetrics is a suite of liquidity risk analytics based on asset-level 
liquidity description via Liquidity Surfaces

• Calibration of LS poses serious data challenges, especially for bonds 
which are mainly traded OTC and have not been the objective of post-
trade transparency Dodd-Frank reforms

• We propose an axiomatic approach to bonds that proves powerful to 
limit the modeling space for consistent LS 

• Natural models in this context can be calibrated via expert opinion on 
intuitive parameters

• The MSCI Liquidity Observatory is a systematic survey meant to collect 
parameters directly from traders and redistribute them in the form of 
aggregated statistics



ABOUT MSCI
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For more than 40 years, MSCI’s research-based indexes and analytics have helped 
the world’s leading investors build and manage better portfolios. Clients rely on 
our offerings for deeper insights into the drivers of performance and risk in their 
portfolios, broad asset class coverage and innovative research. 

Our line of products and services includes indexes, analytical models, data, real 
estate benchmarks and ESG research.  

MSCI serves 98 of the top 100 largest money managers, according to the most 
recent P&I ranking. 

For more information, visit us at www.msci.com.

http://www.msci.com/
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Information containing any historical information, data or analysis should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance, analysis, forecast or prediction.  Past performance does not guarantee future results.  

The Information should not be relied on and is not a substitute for the skill, judgment and experience of the user, its management, employees, advisors and/or clients when making investment and other business decisions.  All Information is impersonal 
and not tailored to the needs of any person, entity or group of persons.

None of the Information constitutes an offer to sell (or a solicitation of an offer to buy), any security, financial product or other investment vehicle or any trading strategy. 

It is not possible to invest directly in an index.  Exposure to an asset class or trading strategy or other category represented by an index is only available through third party investable instruments (if any) based on that index.   MSCI does not issue,
sponsor, endorse, market, offer, review or otherwise express any opinion regarding any fund, ETF, derivative or other security, investment, financial product or trading strategy that is based on, linked to or seeks to provide an investment return related 
to the performance of any MSCI index (collectively, “Index Linked Investments”). MSCI makes no assurance that any Index Linked Investments will accurately track index performance or provide positive investment returns.  MSCI Inc. is not an 
investment adviser or fiduciary and MSCI makes no representation regarding the advisability of investing in any Index Linked Investments.

Index returns do not represent the results of actual trading of investible assets/securities. MSCI maintains and calculates indexes, but does not manage actual assets. Index returns do not reflect payment of any sales charges or fees an investor may pay
to purchase the securities underlying the index or Index Linked Investments. The imposition of these fees and charges would cause the performance of an Index Linked Investment to be different than the MSCI index performance.

The Information may contain back tested data.  Back-tested performance is not actual performance, but is hypothetical.  There are frequently material differences between back tested performance results and actual results subsequently achieved by 
any investment strategy.  

Constituents of MSCI equity indexes are listed companies, which are included in or excluded from the indexes according to the application of the relevant index methodologies. Accordingly, constituents in MSCI equity indexes may include MSCI Inc., 
clients of MSCI or suppliers to MSCI.  Inclusion of a security within an MSCI index is not a recommendation by MSCI to buy, sell, or hold such security, nor is it considered to be investment advice.

Data and information produced by various affiliates of MSCI Inc., including MSCI ESG Research Inc. and Barra LLC, may be used in calculating certain MSCI indexes.  More information can be found in the relevant index methodologies on www.msci.com. 

MSCI receives compensation in connection with licensing its indexes to third parties.  MSCI Inc.’s revenue includes fees based on assets in Index Linked Investments. Information can be found in MSCI Inc.’s company filings on the Investor Relations 
section of www.msci.com.

MSCI ESG Research Inc. is a Registered Investment Adviser under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 and a subsidiary of MSCI Inc.  Except with respect to any applicable products or services from MSCI ESG Research, neither MSCI nor any of its products 
or services recommends, endorses, approves or otherwise expresses any opinion regarding any issuer, securities, financial products or instruments or trading strategies and MSCI’s products or services are not intended to constitute investment advice or 
a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Issuers mentioned or included in any MSCI ESG Research materials may include MSCI Inc., clients of MSCI or suppliers to MSCI, and 
may also purchase research or other products or services from MSCI ESG Research.  MSCI ESG Research materials, including materials utilized in any MSCI ESG Indexes or other products, have not been submitted to, nor received approval from, the 
United States Securities and Exchange Commission or any other regulatory body.

Any use of or access to products, services or information of MSCI requires a license from MSCI.  MSCI, Barra, RiskMetrics, IPD, FEA, InvestorForce, and other MSCI brands and product names are the trademarks, service marks, or registered trademarks of 
MSCI or its subsidiaries in the United States and other jurisdictions.  The Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) was developed by and is the exclusive property of MSCI and Standard & Poor’s.  “Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS)” is a 
service mark of MSCI and Standard & Poor’s.
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